
Hello! Here at Guilty Drinks, we tell you our purpose is to make 
healthy little drinks that are good for you and the environment. 
Really, we’re just out to make loads of  money while pretending 
we’re doing something positive for people and the planet – but 
don’t tell anyone, ok?  
 
Little Drinks, Big Plastic Nightmares: We put our little drinks in plastic 
bottles, so we can ship them around the planet in their millions. Sure, we 
know that plastic isn’t really getting recycled. We know incineration 
churns toxins into the air. We know that landfills are washing into the sea. 
We know that microplastics are falling in rain and invading our rivers, seas 
and even human lungs and placentas. We know that chemicals released 
in plastics can cause cancer, affect fertility and disrupt human hormones. 
We know most plastic is being dumped in countries like Indonesia, the 
Philippines and Turkey, where it washes back into the sea or gets burnt 
by the roadside. We know it’s killing the planet and everything on it. But 
we are still excited about our new factory in Rotterdam that’s going to 
produce 32,000 new plastic bottles per hour. Impressive, eh? 
  
Sustainability theatre: The climate and ecological emergency is big 
news these days. Not to worry – we have a sustainability team to deal 
with that inconvenient truth. They tell everyone our plastic bottles are the 
most carbon efficient way to move our drinks around. Obviously, we don’t 
want you to worry about where all that plastic is going. We could confuse 
people with lots of  complicated messages featuring percentages but we 
don’t think we need to bother. We’re gambling on the fact that most of  
you are pretty gullible so we just shove a recycling logo onto our childlike 
animated adverts. There! That should make you feel happier about the 
mess we’re causing. 



Safety in numbers: We rely on the fact that lots of  other polluting 
companies pretend to be responsible and do what’s right for the planet. 
Even arms dealers and rhino horn poachers can be ‘socially 
responsible’ companies if  they set up foundations to build wells or 
fund a project in the global south. We’re just doing the same sort of  
thing. 
 
Passing the buck: Here’s our stroke of  genius. To distract everyone from 
our corporate responsibility for plastic pollution, we pass it onto our 
customers by telling them to recycle their bottles. Yeah, yeah, we know 
recycling’s not really happening – but we’re pretty smug about our 
clever trick.  
  
Don’t look over there: We don’t want you to know that real sustainability 
looks like this: locally grown fruit, juiced locally and sold locally to local 
people in returnable and reusable bottles. Or that for both sustainability 
and health, you’d be better off  eating a piece of  fruit and having a glass 
of  water. Now, that would be bad for our business. So instead we’re going 
to tell you to keep buying our sugary drinks and believing we can ALL 
recycle our way out of  this mess. Phew. Doesn’t that feel better?   
 
Definitely don’t google any of  these:  
Most plastic will never be recycled – and the manufacturers couldn’t care 
less by Arwa Mahdawi 

Recycling is not circular by Alex Lemille  

Recycling Myth of  the Month: Plant-based bioplastics are not as 'green' 
as some think 

Why England’s coastline is a ‘ticking time bomb’ ready to spew rubbish 
out into the sea 

Against ‘Sustainability’ and Other Plastic Words – How techno-speak is 
robbing us of  our feelings and our future by Andrew Nikiforuk 

Plastic Is Falling From the Sky. But Where’s It Coming From? by Matt 
Simon 

Wasteminster: A Downing Street Disaster Greenpeace UK 
 

Do go to www.facebook.com/plasticsrebellion


